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Abstract

In wireless sensor networks with single sink node, the energy consumption of sensors near
the sink or on the critical paths is too fast besides other disadvantages. Therefore, we
propose an Energy-efficient Multi-sink Clustering Algorithm (EMCA) for wireless sensor
networks. In EMCA, residual energy plays a significant role in the procedure of selecting
cluster heads. We also design an inter-cluster and intra-cluster routing algorithm aiming at
minimizing the energy consumption. Inside a cluster, a multi-hop way is under consideration
for a node to relay data instead of direct transmission. Simulation results show that our
proposed algorithm consumes much less energy and owns longer network lifetime than the
traditional routing algorithm LEACH.
Keywords: wireless sensor networks; multi-sink; clustering; muti-hop

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] are wireless networks that consist of hundreds
or thousands of randomly deployed static sensors. In a multi-hop and self-organized
way, the sensors can monitor the physical environment such as temperature, sound and
movement etc. They cooperatively sense, process and transmit data to provide people
with direct, real and effective information. The physical world, information field and
human society are therefore integrated to some extent.
WSNs are featured with large-scale deployment, dynamic topology, self-organization
etc., which makes them data-centric and application-oriented. They can monitor wide
areas while maintaining high precision. They are becoming increasingly useful in
various critical applications, such as military, environmental monitoring, agricultural
technology, industrial manufacturing and medical care.
Wireless transmission is one of the most important functions of the WSN. The
relevant topology control and energy management algorithms are important and
challenging research issues. The study of energy-efficient routing protocols or
algorithms is one of the critical problems. The essence of the routing protocols is to
find an optimal path that enables the efficient exchange of information between the
source node and the sink node, and to ensure correct transmission of data along the
path. Routing protocols can be divided into four categories: energy-based, query-based,
geography-based and QoS-based routing protocols.
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In simple routing scenarios, single-sink topology is often chosen. However, as the
sensor nodes suffers from small communication range, limited battery, weak capability
of computing, storage and data processing, etc., the single-sink infrastructure usually
has some disadvantages: First, once the only sink node fails, the collected data can no
longer be transmitted to the user, which will inevitably lead to the failure of the entire
network. Second, the routing algorithms mainly focus on the shortest path or path with
minimum hop number. The selected path may include nodes with less residual energy
and large energy consumption for data transmission. Thus, the maximum network
lifetime cannot be guaranteed. Third, for the nodes that are closer to the sink, they have
more data to relay so that their energy consumption rate is much higher than the remote
ones. They are under risk of becoming invalid. Such energy hole phenomenon will lead
to the imbalance of energy consumption, which may seriously affect the lifetime of the
entire network.
Compared with single-sink topology, multi-sink infrastructure allows sensor nodes to
choose different sink nodes according to their own situation. Therefore, it can reduce
the average transmission distance between sensor node and sink nodes. The deployment
of multi-sink nodes has the advantages of dispersion, stability and robustness. The
overall energy consumption is balanced. It can effectively solve the energy hole[2]
problem and extend the network lifetime.
Clustering is an efficient routing method, where the entire network is divided into
multiple clusters. Each cluster has one cluster head and it is responsible for data
aggregation. Instead of direct communication with the sink, all the member nodes in
one cluster send data to the cluster head. In this way, the traffic load can be reduced.
In this paper, we propose an Energy-efficient Multi-sink Clustering Algorithm
(EMCA) for WSNs. We divide the sensing field into several equal clusters. Each cluster
head collects data and sends it to one of the multiple sinks according to its own
preference. We also propose an inter-cluster and intra-cluster routing algorithm.
Therefore, it not only saves energy through clustering, but ensures that workload is
dispersed so that the phenomenon of unbalanced energy consumption around one single
sink can be alleviated. The network lifetime can also be prolonged.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related work
of clustering algorithms and multi-sink applications. In Section 3 we first present
relevant network and energy model. Then we show the clustering-related method of our
EMCA and describe the details of its inter-cluster and intra-cluster routing protocols.
Simulation evaluation and performance comparison are given in Section 4 and Section 5
concludes this paper.

2. Related Work
Many energy-efficient routing protocols have been proposed based on the clustering
structure. In clustering topology, clusters are formed so that cluster head can fuse data
from ordinary sensors in the same cluster. Therefore, energy can be saved and longer
network lifetime can be achieved.
LEACH [3] is a classical clustering algorithm. In a periodical way, it randomly
chooses the cluster heads. PEGASIS [4] is an improvement over LEACH. It’s a chainbased protocol. Each node communicates only with a close neighbor and take s turns
transmitting to the sink. HEED [5] also improve LEACH. Cluster heads are decided
based on the average minimum reachability power. In TTDD [6], a grid structure is
maintained. It provides scalable and efficient data delivery.
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To solve the energy hole problem, some scholars choose the unequal clustering
algorithms. For the clusters, the closer they are to the sink, the smaller size they are
formed. Therefore, it saves energy for the inter-cluster communications. MRPSUC [7]
is a novel energy-aware clustering protocol. It not only preserves energy by clustering,
but takes various measures (such as considering the residual energy) t o balance the
energy of each node. PEBECS [8] divides the entire WSN into several equal partitions
reasonably and groups the nodes into clusters of unequal sizes. A node -weight heuristic
algorithm is applied, considering the node’s residual energy, the numb er of nodes in the
neighbor partition and the relative location. More balanced load can be ensured. EC [9]
also determines suitable cluster sizes depending on the hop distance to the data sink. It
achieves approximate equalization of node lifetimes and reduced energy consumption
levels. However, too many clusters around the sink will produce a significant number of
summary packets. In result, it will cause heavy traffic load.
The traditional single-sink infrastructure has several disadvantages, such as sudden
invalidation of the sink node. It will affect the lifetime of the entire network. To solve
the problem, the research of multi-sink topology is deployed.
MRMS [10] is a multi-sink routing mechanism, which includes three parts: topology
discovery, clustering maintenance and path reselection. Simulations show that it
effectively extends the network lifetime, but the iteration can cause large overheads. In
HLBR [11], both of the balances of inter-sink and locally inter-sensor are considered.
It’s based on the geographical location of each node. It successfully solves the problem
that the energy of sensor nodes in specific area depletes much faster than the others.
DispersiveCast [12] is another scheme. It studies data transmission between just two
sinks. Sensor nodes choose sink randomly until any sink detects more data than the
threshold, then start to send data to both sinks with certain probabilities. Voronoi
scoping [13] controls the query dissemination sent by the sink. Instead of overall
flooding, each query is sent within the Voronoi cluster, which minimizes the traffic
overhead. In this method, nodes will not be affected by the scale of the network, the
number of the sinks or the location. In PBR [14], a priority is calculated. This method
considers both the energy level and the energy cost of the routing path, so the energy
consumption is more balanced and the network lifetime is more prolonged. However,
the reasonable deployment of the sinks is not mentioned. Similar to the PBR, Z. B. Wu
etal. [15] proposed an energy level-based routing algorithm. it chooses the path with the
highest energy level to send data to the sink. Traditional TopDisc [16] is applied to
form clusters, so the network lacks flexibility to some extent.

3. Our Proposed EMCA Algorithm
3.1. Relavant Model
3.1.1. Network Model: We assume that the network is composed of N sensor nodes,
denoted as: {S1 , S2 ,..., S N } respectively. They are uniformly dispersed within a
rectangle field and continuously monitor their surrounding environment. There are k
sink nodes (or Base Station, BS) have been deployed with random location, represented
as {BS1 , BS 2 ,..., BSk } , as is shown in Figure 1. We make the following assumptions:
（1）All nodes are homogeneous and stationary after deployment.
（2）The multiple sink nodes are pre-located within the sensing field randomly.
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（3）Nodes can adjust their transmission power according to the relative distance to
its receiver.
（4）Links are symmetric.

Figure 1. Network Model
3.1.2. Energy Model: We use similar energy model in [17]. Based on the distance
between transmitter and receiver, a free space ( d 2 power loss) or multi-path fading
( d 4 power loss) channel models are used.
Each sensor node will consume the following ETx amount of energy to transmit a lbits packet over distance d, where the Eelec is the energy dissipated per bit to run the
transmitter or receiver circuit,  fs and  mp represent the transmitter amplifier’s
efficiency and channel conditions:

ETx (l , d )  

lEelec l fs d 2 , d  do
lEelec l mp d 4 , d  do

(1)

To receive a packet, radio consumes energy:

ERx (l )  lEelec
3.2. Cluster Formation and Cluster Head Selection
We divide the entire network into n equal clusters, as is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Cluster Formation
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Each cluster has only one cluster head. The other nodes in the same cluster send data
to the cluster head. Then cluster head send aggregated data to its relevant sink. The
clustering method proposed in our EMCA has various advantages. First and foremost,
data aggregation reduces traffic load. Second, the cluster heads locate in a more
uniform way comparing to the probabilistic deployment in LEACH. It is more suitable
for the large-scale deployed networks. Last but not the least, it can prolong the network
lifetime, as a majority of nodes close the communication module for relatively long
time.
After equally dividing the sensing field into several equal areas, we will next choose
each cluster head. As the network is considered to be heterogeneous, we determine each
cluster head by its residual energy.
When the selection begins, we first motivate the sensor node that is located in the
center of each cluster like Si . It is regarded as the cluster head candidate. It broadcasts
one message within a neighborhood of radius R. This message aims to motivate other
nodes for the competition of the cluster head. It contains the node’s id and its residual
energy. Only the nodes within the transmission range can receive the message and
become active, while the outside nodes remain idle. If any node S j has larger residual
energy than Si , it becomes the new cluster head candidate and broadcasts new message
with its own information to the others. If S j has equal residual energy with Si ,
compare the ID. The node with a smaller ID wins. If S j has smaller residual energy than

Si , it still broadcasts the message of Si . As soon as the comparison is done, the unchosen node becomes idle again. All nodes in the cluster should be compar ed only
once. In this way, the node with the largest residual energy is chosen as the cluster
head.
The cluster-selection algorithm can be formulated as to find Max( Eresidual )
3.3. Routing Procedure
3.3.1. Inter-cluster Routing: After data fusion, the cluster heads should send
aggregated data to sink nodes. We can make good use of the multi -sink topology. In our
algorithm, each cluster head selects one optimal sink respectively. The minimization of
energy consumption is our top concern.
For any cluster head CH n , the energy consumption to sink BSk is represented as

E (CH n , BSk ) . Its calculation follows the energy model.
E (CH n , BSk ) 



lEelec l fs d ( CH n , BSk )2 , d (CH n , BSk ) do

(3)

lEelec l mp d ( CH n , BSk )4 ,d (CH n , BSk )do

Since the cluster heads send data to the sink nodes directly within one hop, from the
formula we can see that the smaller d (CH n , BSk ) is, the smaller E (CH n , BSk ) becomes.
Therefore, we only need to compare the distances from each cluster head to differen t
sinks and choose the shortest one. In this way, the cluster head will find the optimal
sink with the least energy consumption.
The inter-cluster algorithm can be formulated as to find Min(d (CH n , BSk )) .
k
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3.3.2. Intra-cluster Routing: Moreover, in many clustering algorithms such as
LEACH, sensor nodes in the same cluster send data directly to the cluster head. Due to
the fact of their various locations, some sensor nodes may consume relative large
amount of energy due to long-distance transmission. Therefore we set a multi-hop
routing protocol.
For any member node Si in one cluster, the energy consumption it costs to send data
directly to its cluster head CH Si is represented as E1 ( Si , CH Si ) .

E1 (Si , CH Si ) 



lEelec l fs d ( Si ,CH Si )2 , d ( Si ,CH Si )  do

lEelec l mp d ( Si ,CH Si )4 , d ( Si ,CH Si ) do

(4)

In the mean time, it is possible that Si tries to find another sensor node S j to relay
data to save energy by avoiding directly communication with CH Si , as it is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Possible relaying scenario
To deliver a l-length packet to the cluster head, the energy consumption

E2 (Si , S j , CH Si ) is calculated as formula (5) and the optimal relay node is determined
based on the smallest value of E2 (Si , S j , CH Si ) where  and  vary in different
situations according to the energy model.

E2 ( Si , S j , CH Si )  ETx (l , d ( Si , S j ))  ERx (l )  ETx (l , d ( S j , CH Si ))
 l ( Eelec   d  ( Si , S j ))  lEelec  l ( Eelec   d  ( S j , CH Si ))

(5)

 3lEelec   d  ( Si , S j )   d  ( S j , CH Si )
Each Si chooses S j with the smallest value of E2 (Si , S j , CH Si ) as the relay node if
necessary.

E2 (Si , CH Si )  Min( E2 (Si , S j , CH Si ))
Compare formula 4 and formula 6, and the smaller one is chosen.
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E ( Si , CH Si )
 Min( E1 ( Si , CH Si ), E2 ( Si , CH Si ))

(7)

 Min((lEelec   d ( Si , CH Si )), Min(3lEelec   d ( Si , S j )   d ( S j , CH Si )))






In our algorithm, however, the sink nodes are randomly located. Therefore, some
nodes may consume less energy through sending data directly to the sink rather than to
its cluster head. So it is necessary to compare E ( Si , CH Si ) and E ( Si , BSk ) and decide
the final route.
For simplicity, the intra-cluster algorithm can be formulated as to find

Min( E (Si , CH Si ), E (Si , BSk ))

4. Performance Evaluation
4.1. Simulation Environment
We evaluate the performance of the EMCA via simulations in Matlab. It is assumed
that all the senor nodes and the sink nodes are uniformly deployed in a square sensing
area. For example, Figure 4 shows the scenario of a uniform dispersion of 100 sensor
nodes in a 500*500 m 2 square region.

Figure 4. Example of a 500*500 m 2 Network
Some other parameters for setting up the simulation environment are listed in Table
1.
Table 1. Network Parameters
Parameter Name
Number of the sensor nodes ( N )
Length of the packet ( l )
Initial energy of the sensor nodes ( Einit )
Energy consumption on circuit ( Eelec )

Value
100
6bit
0-2J
50nJ/bit

Channel parameter in free-space model (  fs )

10pJ/bit/ m

Channel parameter in multi-path model (  mp )

0.0013pJ/bit/ m

2
4
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4.2. Simulation Results
Figure 5 illustrates the energy consumption of our EMCA with different numbers of
the sink nodes in a 500*500 m 2 network of n equal clusters ( n =3,4,5,6). From Figure 5,
we can see that the total energy consumption decreases while the number of the sinks
increases under all circumstances.
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Figure 5. Total Energy Consumption in a 500*500 m 2 Network
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Figure 6. Total Energy Consumption in a 400*400 m 2 Network
Moreover, from Figure 5 we can conclude that once three sinks have been deployed
in this 500*500 m 2 area, the decreasing rate of the energy consumption becomes
relatively small even if more sink nodes are added later. We can regard the later
deployment unnecessary to some extent. Similarly, Figure 6 shows the case with the
400*400 m 2 network, where two sinks performs well enough for the energy
consumption. Without loss of generality, we can conclude that the optimal number of
the sink nodes can be found in certain scale of the network.
Even though more sinks can save more energy, the number of the sinks should be
limited as one sink node cost Csin k much more than that of one sensor node Cnode . The
total cost is in proportion with the number of the sinks. Since the energy consumption E
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is in contrast with the number of the sinks, for certain scale of the network, where there
are N sensor nodes and k sink nodes, we can take a value of E*C, where C is defined as

1

Csin k
k , deduced by formula 8, as an evaluation metric for determining the
N * Cnode

optimal k.

N * Cnode
1

C N * Cnode  k * Csin k

 1 

Csin k
k
N * Cnode

(8)

For achieving energy-efficiency of our algorithm, we aim to minimizing E while
maximizing 1/C, namely the minimization of E*C in general. Figure 7 displays thw
evaluation of the factor E*C. It shows that in a 500*500 m 2 wireless network, 3-8 sinks
provide relatively small value of E*C, which is preferable. In Figure 7, the metrics
“1:5”, “1:10”, “1:20”, “1:50” represent the cost rate of one sensor node and one sink

Cnode
. For example, “1:10” means one normal node cost 10 times larger than the cost
Csin k
of a sink. Moreover, as the cost rate becomes larger, 3 turns out to be the opti mal
number of the sink.
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Figure 7. Optimal Number of the Sink
We compare the total energy consumption of our EMCA and LEACH algorithm, as is
shown in Figure 8. The network is set as 500*500 m 2 . In 20 rounds, EMCA remains
much better performance with less energy consumption than LEACH algorithm. This is
mainly because of the clustering method that implements data fusion to reduce the
transmission cost along the path. Multi-hop also saves energy inside each cluster
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Figure 8. Total Energy Consumption in of EMCA Compared with LEACH
Moreover, we compare the network lifetime of our EMCA and LEACH algorithm
under certain same scenario where the network is set as 500*500 m 2 and equipped with
3 sinks. The result is shown in Figure 9. For LEACH, the first node that becomes
invalid appears in 390th round, while EMCA has the first inactive node in 503rd round.
It is due to the changes of cluster head roles considering nodes’ residual energy, as well
as the main focus on minimization of energy consumption in EMCA that efficiently
prolongs the network lifetime.

Figure 9. Network Lifetime of EMCA Compared with LEACH
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5. Conclusions
The multi-sink deployment helps solve the energy hole problem. We propose an
Energy-efficient Multi-sink Clustering Algorithm (EMCA) for WSNs. The inter-cluster
and intra-cluster routing algorithm is explained in details. Moreover, we deduce the
deployment of the sink nodes with an optimal multiple sink number through
experiments. Simulations show that the energy consumption is largely reduced than
LEACH algorithm.
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